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Abstract
Finding good feedback documents for query expansion is a well-known problem in the field of information retrieval. This 
paper describes a novel approach for finding relevant documents for feedback in query expansion for biomedical document 
retrieval. The proposed approach relies on a small amount of human intervention to find good feedback documents and tries 
to learn the relation between query and documents in terms of usefullness of document for query expansion. This proposed 
approach uses an NLP-based feature weighting technique with classification and clustering method on the documents and 
identifies relevant documents for feedback. The documents are represented using term frequency and inverse document fre-
quency (TF–IDF) features and these features are weighted according to the type of query and type of the terms. The experi-
ments performed on CDS 2014, 2015 and 2016 datasets show that the feature weighting in finding feedback documents for 
query expansion approach gives good results as compared to the results of pseudo-relevance feedback, relevance feedback 
and the results of TF–IDF features without weighting.
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Introduction

The huge amount of biomedical literature, available now-
adays, makes searching as well as information extraction 
difficult. Biomedical information retrieval is a new field of 
research that can be helpful to solve the real problems in the 
field of biology and medicine. Automated medical systems 
such as biomedical document retrieval, question answer-
ing system, biomedical document summarization system, 
medical data visualization, medical history extractors would 
require a good amount of information retrieval and extrac-
tion research as well as natural language processing for bio-
medical data.

Biomedical document retrieval systems focus on finding 
relevant documents for user’s query. These systems do query 

document matching based on terms present in them. Such 
a document retrieval system usually suffers from term mis-
match problem which is due to multiple synonyms available 
in biomedical terminology. Also the term abbreviations and 
term inconsistency obstructs the retrieval system in finding 
true relevant documents. To overcome the problems of term 
mismatching, query reformulation techniques are used in the 
retrieval systems. Query reformulation is a process to reform 
the user query in a way to get better matching of relevant 
documents. Query reformulation process includes adding 
terms and/or removing terms and/or re-weighting the terms. 
When new terms are added to the query with some weights, 
it is known as query expansion.

Query expansion is a type of query reformulation which 
expands the query with the other related terms. Automatic 
query expansion techniques use some feedback documents 
from which the expansion technique selects terms for 
expansion of the query. It has been seen in the literature 
that automatic query expansion improves the system per-
formance as compared to no expansion to the queries [6]. 
There are mainly two techniques to automatic query expan-
sion, that is, relevance feedback (RF) and pseudo-relevance 
feedback (PRF). Relevance feedback-based techniques use 
only relevant documents as feedback documents from the 
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top retrieved documents while pseudo-relevance feedback-
based techniques use all the top retrieved documents as 
feedback documents. Thus, relevance feedback techniques 
require human judgement to get relevant documents from top 
retrieved documents and this includes the cost in the system 
to get human judgements. The pseudo-relevance feedback-
based techniques do not require any human judgement to 
identify relevant feedback documents. It assumes that all the 
top retrieved documents are relevant and use them as feed-
back documents. It has been seen that RF-based techniques 
outperform PRF-based techniques for biomedical document 
retrieval [14] but includes the cost of human judgements. 
But PRF-based techniques are fully automated and they do 
not require any external expensive inputs in the retrieval 
process and still giving a good improvement.

Query expansion methods largely rely on feedback docu-
ments and feedback terms. The feedback documents used by 
pseudo-relevance feedback-based query expansion methods 
might not be all relevant. Pseudo-relevance feedback docu-
ments contain both, actually relevant documents as well as not 
relevant documents. Actual relevant documents contain relevant 
terms to the query and those terms are useful to fetch more 
relevant documents when added to the query but non-relevant 
documents contain noisy terms which are not relevant to the 
query and choosing those noisy terms for expansion of the 
query will not help to find more relevant documents but it will 
fetch irrelevant documents and degrade the retrieval system per-
formance instead. Thus, choosing proper feedback documents 
and feedback terms is crucial in the query expansion process.

When relevance feedback is costly for a large number of 
top retrieved documents, the feedback document discovery 
process tries to find good feedback documents automati-
cally using human relevance judgement for a small set of 
documents from top retrieved documents instead of using 
human judgement for a large set of top retrieved documents. 
The feedback document discovery process tries to learn to 
identify good feedback documents using a little human 
intervention.

In this paper, we focus on feature weighting in the process 
of finding good feedback documents. Using the knowledge 
of some of the documents being relevant, the system tries to 
learn a classifier model to separate relevant documents from 
non-relevant documents for future feedback. This classifica-
tion module considers queries and documents in the form of 
term frequency and inverse document frequency (TF–IDF) 
features of the terms contained in them. Here, we introduce 
a feature weighting scheme for term features in the document 
classification process based on the semantic type of the term.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the 
next section includes related work followed by which feature 
weighting scheme for feedback document discovery process 
is explained. Experiments and results are presented before 
the final section. Conclusion is given in the final section.

Related Work

Query reformulation based on relevance feedback was stud-
ied by Salton and Buckley [13]. A recent survey on query 
expansion (QE) for information retrieval (IR) highlights the 
current progress, emerging research directions, potential 
new research areas and novel classification of state-of-the-
art approaches in the field of query expansion [3]. Various 
feedback models [1, 5] show effectiveness of query refor-
mulation in various fields. More recently, query expansion 
using local and global context analyses is studied by Xu 
and Croft [19]. For clinical decision support retrieval, an 
approach for pseudo-relevance feedback based on proximity 
information has been proposed by Pan et al. [10].

An analysis of state-of-the-art in biomedical literature 
retrieval shows that the pseudo-relevant feedback-based 
query expansion techniques are working best for biomedical 
information retrieval systems [12]. Query expansion method 
using UMLS metathesaurus for biomedical IR system was 
proposed by Aronson and Rindflesch [2]. Query expansion 
methods using medical ontologies have been proposed in the 
literature [7, 8]. Query expansion using external collections 
in biomedical IR was carried out by Oh and Jung [9]. The 
fusion of automatic and manual feedback for query expan-
sion in biomedical information retrieval experiments shows 
that manual feedback helps to improve the performance of 
biomedical IR systems [16]. Stokes et al. [17] discussed the 
success factors for effective query expansion with respect 
to various sources of term expansion such as corpus-based 
co-occurrence statistics, pseudo-relevance feedback meth-
ods, and domain-specific and domain-independent ontolo-
gies. The cluster-based external expansion model proposed 
by Oh and Jung [9] incorporates the structure of external 
collections at estimating document models for feedback in 
query expansion.

Our approach for query expansion is based on fea-
ture weighting scheme for feedback document identifica-
tion based on concept types and document features. This 
approach is a combination of human relevance feedback and 
blind relevance feedback. It tries to learn relevance from 
available human judgements and then uses it for automatic 
query expansion. This learning method is a domain-specific 
method that can be applied to other domains also.

Feature Weighting in Finding Feedback 
Documents for Query Expansion

Feedback document discovery-based query expansion 
approach for biomedical document retrieval was first 
described by Sankhavara and Majumder [15]. The docu-
ments are represented by TF–IDF of the terms present in 
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the documents that means the words are features of the docu-
ments with weights as TF–IDF. The two algorithms based on 
classification and clustering are used to find pseudo-judge-
ments and to predict the feedback documents. Feedback 
document discovery algorithm uses only predicted relevant 
documents as feedback documents in query expansion.

For classification and clustering in feedback document 
discovery, we propose an NLP-based feature weighting 
technique. We have used Clinical Named Entity Recogni-
tion system (CliNER) [4] which is an open-source natural 
language processing system for named entity recognition 
in the clinical text of electronic health records. CliNER is 
implemented as a sequence classification task, where every 
token is predicted using inside–outside-beginning (IOB) tag-
ging style [11] as either problem, test, treatment, or none. 
We have trained it on i2b2 2010 dataset [18] which includes 
discharge summaries from Partners Health-Care, from Beth 
Israel Deaconess Medical Center and from University of 
Pittsburgh Medical Center. These discharge summaries 
are manually annotated for concept, assertion, and relation 
information. The model trained on i2b2 dataset is now used 
on the documents to identify medical entities of type ‘prob-
lem’, ‘test’ and ‘treatment’ from them. The TF–IDF word 
feature documents are now also weighted by the type of 
words. The two proposed approaches for feature weighting 
on these entities are as follows:

FW1: The first approach does feature weighting of medi-
cal concepts based on the type of the query. There are three 
types of queries in the dataset: ‘diagnosis’, ‘test’ and ‘treat-
ment’. For queries of a type, only features of the entities of 
the same type are weighted. The feature of term t is deter-
mined as follows:

For ‘diagnosis’ type of queries, only ‘problem’ type of enti-
ties is weighted by weight w, for ‘test’ type of queries, only 
‘test’ type of entities is weighted by weight w and for ‘treat-
ment’ type of queries, only ‘treatment’ type of entities is 
weighted by weight w, thus giving importance to the query 
type similar entities while learning.

FW2: The second approach does feature weighting of 
medical concepts irrespective of the type of query. For all 
the queries of type ‘diagnosis’, ‘test’ and ‘treatment’, all 
the entities of types ‘problem’, ‘test’, and ‘treatment’ are 
weighted by weight w. The feature of term t is determined 
as follows:

f (t) =

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

w × TF × IDF if q is of type diagnosis,

t is a problem type term

w × TF × IDF if q is of type test,

t is a test type term

w × TF × IDF if q is of type treatment,

t is a treatment type term

TF × IDF otherwise

.

Experiments and Results

The experiments are performed on TREC Clinical Decision 
Support (CDS) track1 dataset. Three-year data have been 
used in the experiments, i.e. CDS 2014, CDS 2015 and CDS 
2016 dataset. The dataset contains narrations of patients’ 
medical case reports as queries. The document collection 
is an open-access subset of PubMed Central articles. Each 
year’s dataset contains 30 queries for which relevant docu-
ments from the document collections need to be extracted. 
These queries are of three types: ’diagnosis’, ’test’ and ’treat-
ment’. The queries describe the patient’s medical history, 
symptoms, condition, test results and other related medical 
information. The retrieved documents should suggest the 
diagnosis of the patient or test to perform or treatment to the 
patient. The data statistics are given in Table 1.

The query expansion considers the top N retrieved docu-
ments for feedback. Here, we have considered the top 250 
documents, from which the set of top 50 documents are 
used as training, i.e. human judgements for top 50 docu-
ments are used in training and the rest of 200 documents are 
taken for testing data. The relevance is predicted for those 
200 documents and only relevant predicted documents are 
then used for feedback. The number of training documents 
is empirically chosen as 50. These training documents are 
marked as either relevant or partially relevant or not rele-
vant. Therefore, there will be three-class classification of test 
documents. In case of fewer training documents, there were 
cases when some classes are empty that means there were 
no documents in one of the three classes in the training data 
which may lead to misclassification. Therefore, an adequate 
amount of documents needs to be considered for training.

The result of relevance feedback using the top 50 docu-
ments is the baseline for other results. All the computed 
results are compared with the baseline.

For both the feature weighting techniques, the weight w 
is considered as 3 in the experiments. The comparison of 
results of two feature weighting techniques with the results 
of original queries without expansion, expansion with 
relevance feedback and expansion with feedback docu-
ment discovery without feature weighting, i.e. only using 
TF–IDF for CDS 2014 dataset is given in Table 2 in terms of 
MAP (mean average precision) and infNDCG (normalized 

f (t) =

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

w × TF × IDF if t is either problem or

test or treatment term

TF × IDF otherwise

.

1 http://www.trec-cds.org/.

http://www.trec-cds.org/
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discounted cumulative gain) score. The same result com-
parisons for CDS 2015 and CDS 2016 dataset are given in 
Tables 3 and 4, respectively. The results of feature weighting 
techniques show improvement over original queries as well 
as relevance feedback.

Figures 1 and 2 show querywise difference in MAP and 
infNDCG, respectively, between Neural net + k-means using 
FW2 and queries + RF50 . Out of 30 queries of CDS 2014, 
the performance score of infNDCG degraded for 2 queries 
but improved for 7 queries.

Table 1  CDS DATA statistics Dataset CDS 2014 CDS 2015 CDS 2016

#Documents 733,138 733,138 1,255,259
Collection size 47.2 GB 47.2 GB 87.8 GB
#Total terms 1,600,536,286 1,600,536,286 2,954,366,841
#Uniq. terms 3,689,317 3,689,317 4,564,612
#Topics 30 30 30
#Rel. docs/topic 112 150 182
Query forms Description, summary Description, summary Note, descrip-

tion, sum-
mary

Avg. length of description (in words) 75.8 80.4 119.9
Avg. length of summary (in words) 24.6 20.4 33.3
Avg. length of note (in words) – – 239.4
Avg. doc length (in words) 2183 2183 2353

Table 2  MAP and infNDCG results on CDS 2014

Percentage improvement with respect to PRF are shown in brackets
The highest results are shown in bold

 CDS 2014 MAP infNDCG

TF–IDF FW1 FW2 TF–IDF FW1 FW2

Original queries 0.1071 0.1836
Queries +  PRF50 0.1502 0.2301
Queries +  RF50 0.2768 (84%) 0.4186 (82%)
Nearest neighbors 0.2761 0.2754 0.2747 0.4177 0.4161 0.4140
Nearest neighbors + k-means 0.2794 0.2778 0.2777 0.4220 0.4168 0.4195
Neural net 0.2790 0.2784 0.2787 0.4235 0.4243 0.4240
Neural net + k-means 0.2790 (86%) 0.2788 0.2807 (87%) 0.4218 (83%) 0.4225 0.4269 (86%)

Table 3  MAP and infNDCG results on CDS 2015

Percentage improvement with respect to PRF are shown in brackets
The highest results are shown in bold

 CDS 2015 MAP infNDCG

TF–IDF FW1 FW2 TF–IDF FW1 FW2

Original queries 0.1147 0.2115
Queries +  PRF50 0.1693 0.2658
Queries +  RF50 0.2283 (35%) 0.3478 (31%)
Nearest neighbors 0.2234 0.2212 0.2234 0.3518 0.3480 0.3518
Nearest neighbors + k-means 0.2244 0.2214 0.2299 0.3541 0.3519 0.3506
Neural net 0.2295 0.2297 0.2284 0.3528 0.3514 0.3492
Neural net + k-means 0.2299 (36%) 0.2302 (36%) 0.2301 0.3529 (33%) 0.3525 0.3526 (33%)
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Table 4  MAP and infNDCG results on CDS 2016

Percentage improvement with respect to PRF are shown in brackets
The highest results are shown in bold

 CDS 2016 MAP infNDCG

TF–IDF FW1 FW2 TF–IDF FW1 FW2

Original queries 0.062 0.1710
Queries +  PRF50 0.0800 0.2021
Queries +  RF50 0.1456 (82%) 0.3094 (53%)
Nearest neighbors 0.1456 0.1463 0.1458 0.3113 0.3124 0.3113
Nearest neighbors + k-means 0.1459 0.1470 0.1467 0.3127 (55%) 0.3158 (56%) 0.3139
Neural net 0.1460 0.1467 0.1463 0.3073 0.3136 0.3143
Neural net + k-means 0.1466 (83%) 0.1471 (84%) 0.1458 0.3100 0.3132 0.3124

Fig. 1  Querywise difference 
graph of MAP between feed-
back document discovery with 
feature weighting and relevance 
feedback

Fig. 2  Querywise difference 
graph of infNDCG between 
feedback document discovery 
with feature weighting and 
relevance feedback
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Conclusion

This paper describes feature weighting for finding good feed-
back documents for query expansion in biomedical docu-
ment retrieval. The two approaches are discussed for feature 
weighting based on type of the query and type of the term. 
The experiments performed on CDS 2014, CDS 2015 and 
CDS 2016 datasets show that the feature weighting approach 
gives improved results in terms of MAP and infNDCG as 
compared to baselines. In the future, the research can be 
carried out in the direction of automatically determining the 
weights of the medical terms.
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Feedback Document Discovery: Finding 
Good Feedback Documents

First Algorithm

The first algorithm is based on classification. If we have 
human judgements available for some of the feedback docu-
ments, then it will serve as a training data for classification. 
The documents are represented as a collection of bag-of-
words, the TF–IDF scores of the words represent features 
and human relevance scores provides the classes. Using this 
as a training data, we want to predict the relevance of other 
top retrieved feedback documents represented by TF–IDF 
scores of words.

Algo1 : classification

For each query Q

1. DN - set of N top retrieved documents {d1, d2, ..., dN}
2. Dk - set of k top retrieved documents for which human judgements are

available {d1, d2, ..., dk}
3. Dl - set of l=N-k top retrieved documents for which human judgements are

not available {dk+1, dk+2, ..., dN}
4. DF - set of feedback documents
5. DF = {di; relevance of di > 0, di ∈ Dk}
6. Train a classifier C on Dk using relevance as a class label and generate model

Mc

7. For each document dj in Dl, k + 1 ≤ j ≤ N
8. Predict the relevance rj of dj using trained model Mc

9. If rj > 0, then DF = DF ∪ {dj}

Second Algorithm

The second algorithm is an extension of first algorithm. The 
analysis of results of first algorithm shows that the feedback 
document set still contains some non-relevant docs and it is 

responsible for insignificant improvement. The detailed anal-
ysis is given in “Experiments and Results”. This approach 
further removes non-relevant documents from relevant docu-
ment class identified by classification approach. The idea is 
to perform clustering on the relevant identified documents 
with number of clusters as two: one from actually relevant 
documents and second from non-relevant documents. This 
approach relies on the statement that the relevant documents 
tend to cluster within the space. k-means clustering is used 
with k = 2. Since, the convergence of k-means clustering 
depends on the initial choice of cluster centroids, the initial 
cluster centroids are chosen as the average of relevant docu-
ments’ vectors and the average of non-relevant documents’ 
vectors from training data.

Algo2 : classification + clustering

For each query Q

1. DN - set of N top retrieved documents {d1, d2, ..., dN}
2. Dk - set of k top retrieved documents for which human judgements are

available {d1, d2, ..., dk}
3. Dl - set of l=N-k top retrieved documents for which human judgements are

not available {dk+1, dk+2, ..., dN}
4. DF - set of feedback documents
5. DF = {di; relevance of di > 0, di ∈ Dk}
6. Train a classifier C on Dk using relevance as a class label and generate model

Mc

7. DR = φ,DNR = φ
8. For each document dj in Dl, k + 1 ≤ j ≤ N
9. Predict the relevance rj of dj using trained model Mc

10. If rj > 0 then
DR = DR ∪ {dj}

11. else
DNR = DNR ∪ {dj}

\\ DR contains predicted relevant documents from Dl

12. Perform K-means clustering onDR with k=2 (relevant docs and non-relevant
docs)

13. DF = DF ∪ {documents from relevant docs cluster}
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